Decameron Explorer stands out as a Destination Management Company with
a successful history in the tourism industry in South and Central America with
over 20 years of experience. Decameron Explorer is your local on site partner
to operate and supervise the successful outcome for services rendered to
individuals, incentive groups, tour-operator services, conventions, V.I.P. services,
charter flights, tailor-made programs, transportation services. Decameron
Explorer is the direct link to the best chain of All-Inclusive Hotels and Resorts of
Central and South America, Decameron Hotels. Decameron Explorer offers the
best programs in each destination including excellent options in transport and
tour guide services in the most convenient category and budget for each client.
At the airport in each destination, Decameron Explorer has its own-operated
offices where dedicated personnel welcome the arriving passengers with special
permits to enter the international dock, immigration and customs areas. Thanks
to this infrastructure, Decameron Explorer, with the support of professional tour
guides, can organize group baggage identification to speed up the process of
distribution to hotel rooms and manage pre-registrations in order to expedite
the check-in process at the hotels.
Currently Decameron Explorer has offices in Panamá, El Salvador, Ecuador,
Colombia, Haití and Peru. Among the personnel who work for Decameron Explorer
there are professionals experienced in groups, incentives and conventions
management, who are always available starting at the quote through to its
execution.

SERVICES
Among the services, Decameron Explorer (DMC) offers:
• Commercial airline reservations and sale.
• Charter flight management and logistics.
• Transfers of individuals and private groups
• Eco-touristic, cultural, historical, adventure, fishing and scuba diving
excursions.
• Roundtrip programs in Panamá (in combination with San Blas, Bocas del
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Toro, Darién jungle and Chiriquí highlands), El Salvador (encompassing
the Mayan World including Guatemala and Honduras), Ecuador (the
breathtaking Galápagos islands, historical and colonial Cuenca, Guayaquil,
Quito), Peru (in combination with Lima, Punta Sal, enchanting Cusco,
magical Machu Picchu, Trujillo, Chiclayo and Chachapoyas) and Colombia
(with the Caribbean in destinations such as San Andrés and Providence
Islands, the unequaled and historic Cartagena, the Panaca Theme Hotel
and the exotic Amazon).
Specialty programs for groups, incentives and conventions (personalized
for each client) with options for lodging, meals, transfers, entertainment,
water sports, etc.
Educational Programs Decameron Es-Cool.
Give Back community programs.
Personalized service at each Sales and Hospitality counter 7 days a week.

TRANSPORT INFRAESTRUCTURE
A complete fleet of vehicles, boats and planes assure excellent service in all our
excursions, eco-tours and transfers.

HUMAN RESOURCES
We offer a team of organizers, coordinators and professional guides with more
than 10 years of experience in handling cruises and charters, who can direct
tours to the most interesting places in each country, with fluency in several
languages (Spanish, English, German, Italian, Portuguese, French, Russian).

HACCP HEALTH & SAFETY PROGRAM
Decameron Explorer actively participates in Health & Safety programs. A team of
Health & Safety Coordinators, trained to achieve the standards and regulations
on Food Safety are INCLUDED in Decameron Explorer´s staff. HACCP is a food
handling and operating approach that promotes food safety by identifying
food hazards and applying and monitoring appropriate control measures at
points, critical to safety, reducing the risk of food associated illness in guests,
and thereby reducing the number of claims. This team audits all tours and
restaurants included in Decameron Explorer´s portafolio, providing basic health
& safety procedures training to our food & beverages suppliers.

Indisputable beauty

ROYAL DECAMERON MOMPICHE BEACH RESORT, is located 2 hours and 15 minutes from the General Carlos Concha Airport in the lush green Province of Esmeraldas,
thus named for its natural beauty, surrounded by a tropical rain forest and hundreds of kilometers of beaches known the world over by lovers of surfing and marine
sailing sports.
Decameron Explorer offers multiple alternatives in this wonderful destination, such as hiking trails and waterfalls, horseback riding by the beach and the
mountains, diving, surfing, fishing, snorkeling and navigation in the waters of the Pacific Ocean and experiences of direct contact with communities in this region,
recognized by the kindness of its people, it’s delicious gastronomy and varied local history.
All options are backed by complete logistics of transfers, insurance and specialized guides, thus guaranteeing an unforgettable experience at a secure destination
with the best of comforts in the best ALL INCLUSIVE style.

VISIT THE TSÁCHILAS

COMMUNITY
The Tsáchilas are an ethnic group distributed in communities located
around Santo Domingo de Los Tsachilas, in western Ecuador. They are
known as “Colorados”, due to their customs of painting their body and hair
red with annatto.
When you visit the community, you can live a cultural interchange,
getting to know elements of their identity; such as, their language, their
food, artistic expressions, and traditional medicinal practices, recognized
for their healing powers.
Tour departure depends on these conditions:
Level of difficutl: I.
Minimum: 6 pax · Maximum: 20 pax (per guide)
Included: Ground transportation, snack, refreshment, entry fees, and Spanish
speaking local native guide.
Recommendations: Long pants, running shoes, sun block, insect repellent, hat,
sunglasses.
Important: The tour guide reserves the right to refuse any participant who fails
to comply with these requirements or persons under the influence of alcohol or
drugs (non-repayment).
DEPARTURE: 8:00 A.M. · RETURN: 6:00 P.M.

MACHE CHINDUL

WATERFALLS
The name of the Mache Chindul Ecological Reserve comes from the small
mountain ranges on which it is located, the last obstacle before reaching the
Pacific Ocean from the continent’s interior. It has 119,172 hectares which protect
remnants of humid and dry tropical forests at elevations from 200 to 800 meters
above sea level at the tops of the mountains.
It has 119,172 hectares which protects remnants of humid and dry tropical
rainforest of the Ecuadorian Coast and perhaps in the world, characterized by
their extremely high biodiversity and surprising levels of endemic species. In this
region more than 30 hydrographic basins are born and the typical flora of this
zone are the trees of the canopy belonging to different families. A great variety
of birdlife, reptiles, mammals and amphibians, are found. Among its principal
attractions are the waterfalls which run from small springs to monumental
waterfalls, offering visitors an experience of direct contact with nature in its
purest state.
Tour departure depends on these conditions:
Level of difficutl: III.
Minimum: 6 pax · Maximum: 10 pax
Duration: 8 hours· Minimum age: 12 years old
Included: Ground transportation, horse (por person) snack, lunch, refreshments,
Spanish speaking guide, entry fees.
Recommendations: PLong pants and long-sleeved shirt, hiking boats, insect
repellent, hat, sunblock and sunglasses.

HIKE TO MIRADOR

DEL SUSPIRO
The tour begins with ground transportation of about 10 minutes to the town
of Mompiche, where we will visit a traditional farm where you will experience a
sample of balsa, grapefruit, orange, squash, coconut palm and beautiful heliconia
crops, in addition to small shrimp farms, a beekeeping project, pig breeding,
workhorses and a cacao plantation. The latter is very characteristic of the area.
After this visit, we will walk to the beach.
The trail is surrounded by a beautiful landscape that combines mountains
with abundant vegetation of the area, birds and howler monkeys. Along with the
sound of the waves and an excellent view from Mirador del Suspiro, it all makes
this hike quite an experience for the senses. On the way back we will take a
short break at a typical cabin with hammocks, accompanied by the Sea’s breeze.
Tour departure depends on these conditions:
Level of difficutl: I.
Minimum: 2 pax · Maximum: 20 pax
Duration: 2 hours aprox.
Hike at the farm: 40 minutos aprox.
Minimum age: 5 years old · Maximum age: 70 years old
Included: Accompanying local guide.
Recommendations: Comfortable clothes and shoes, insect repellent, sunscreen,
hat and sunglasses.
Note: Departure for this tour will depend on sea conditions.
Important: This tour is not recommended for pregnant women or people with
spinal problems or recent surgeries. The tour guide reserves the right not to
accept a participant who is failing to comply with these requirements or people
under the influence of alcohol or drugs (without rights to a reimbursement).

PRODUCTION PROCESS OF

COCOA BEAN
Ecuador is characterized by cultivations of different species of export-quality
Cocoa beans, which are the raw materials of different brands on a worldwide
level. From the beginning of the 1600´s there is evidence of Cocoa beans
cultivations in Ecuador, which expanded to the Banks of the Guayas River and
its tributaries, the Daule and the Babahoyo, upriver, and gave rise to the name
“Cacao Arriba” or the national variety.
Renowned world over for its floral aroma, It is produced exclusively by Ecuador.
To appreciate the production process from wowing, all the way through harvest,
drying, and traditional elaboration of the cocoa bars, this is an experiences you
can live at a traditional farm, and most importantly, become acquainted with the
completely organic operation, which makes it a healthy, delicious product of the
high-test quality.
Tour departure depends on these conditions:
Minimum: 5 pax · Maximum: 20 pax
Included: Ground transportation, visit to a cocoa farm, observation of the cocoa
production process, refreshments, snack, and Spanish speaking local native guide.
Recommendations long pants, running shoes or rubber boats, (depending on
the season), insect repellent, hat, sunblock, sunglasses.
DEPARTURE: 8:00 A.M. · RETURN: 12:00 P.M.
DEPARTURE: 1:00 P.M. · RETURN: 5:00 P.M.

QUITO

ONE DAY
Come discover the beautiful capital of Ecuador. Quito Andean City surrounded
by volcanoes and valleys with natural charm, architectural and gastronomic
dazzle and that will make you enjoy every step in the city. Start the day seeing
the largest historic center in Latin America, where you can fell time has stopped
visiting the plaza, churches and ancient buildings dating form 1530. We continues
the trip knowing “El Panecillo”, where you can enjoy the best view of the city
where “La Virgen de Legardar” protect from above.
Take a beautiful memory of their passing through Quito, visiting the Craft
Market in the city. And finally, your trip to Ecuador would not be complete
without knowing the Equator where you will have the privilege of being in the
two hemispheres that divide our planet.

Tour departure depends on these conditions:
Minimum: 7 pax · Maximum: 20 pax (per guide)
Included: Ground transportation, professional guide.
No Included: Entrances to other monuments and churches, lunch.
Recommendations: Cold weather clothing, hat, gloves, sun block, comfortable
shoes and sunglasses.
DEPARTURE: 3:00 A.M. · RETURN: 11:00 P.M.

SUNSET IN

ATACAMES
Atacames is the largest natural beach in Ecuador and one of the closest to the
capital, Quito, which converts it in the most sought-out and popular health resort
in the country. The city of Atacames has great nightlife, especially on weekends
and during vacations; its selection of discotheques and dance nightclubs have
been launching pads for the latest hits of all types of tropical music: salsa,
merengue and reggaeton.
There is a diversity of typical shops all along the colorful maritime esplanade,
with typical local handicrafts and traditional jewelry, as well as pleasant spots to
spend a while at the seashore accompanied by good music and drinks.

Tour departure depends on these conditions:
Minimum: 6 pax · Maximum: 40 pax
Included: Land transfer in comfortable vehicles, guide, souvenir and beverages
(2 per person – beer or soft drinks) at one of the beach bars.
Tour Duration: 5 Hours
DEPARTURE: 4:00 P.M. · RETURN: 9:00 P.M.

PANORAMIC CITY TOUR

ESMERALDAS
FROM ESMERALDAS

Esmeraldas also called “the green province” or rhythm capital, where most
habitants are dark skinned, who are known for their joy and style to dance; it is
located on the northwestern coast of the country and its beaches are one of its
main attractions. Its capital, which bears the same name, has a wide range of tourist
services mainly in the Malecón de Las Palmas, which allows visitors to enjoy sun,
sand, sea, and breeze. This land keeps alive a rich craft tradition, inherited from
parents to children, along the boardwalk there are different shops where you will
find the most beautiful objects of popular culture, both black people as indigenous
nationalities Chachi and Épera, made of sustainable materials from envioronment
as tagua, coconut, chonta, the damagua, balsa, rampida, among others.
Esmeraldas has an Artisanal fishing port, which is constituted as a work of port
infrastructure and ancillary services, which enables the incorporation of tourism as
an engine of social, cultural and economic revival. Finally we will visit the viewpoint
of Santa Cruz, where you can enjoy the view of most of the city..
Tour departure depends on these conditions:
Level of difficutl: 3 hours.
Minimum: 2 pax · Maximum: 3 pax
Included: Ground transportation in comfortable vehicles, driver-guide. Output is
coordinated from the city of Esmeraldas.
Duration Tour: 3 hours.

OUR

CONTACTS
MOMPICHE

EDUARDO PINTO – MANAGER OPERATIONS
gerencia.explorerecua@decameron.com
Tel.: +593 6 299 7311 · Cel: +593 989326665
GROUND HANDLING COORDINATOR- MOMPICHE
ecuador.receptivosexplorer@decameron.com
Tel.: +593 6 299 7311 Ext. 8069-8070-8071
Cel: +593 9 9146 0886 · Fax.: + 593 6 299 7322

